Large Energy Utility Co.

10M annual savings with E2E intelligent process automation enabled by embedding automation as a business capability and automation champion program

Global Beverage Co.

200M in elevated sales by using insights to drive sales and feedback for continuous program improvement

Intelligent Process Automation

Unlock Potential

Organizational and People Enablement are Important to Success

Cognizant’s Enablement Approach

How we help you modernize your business for tomorrow

Design thinking, transformation, process design

Champion program

Accelerators

Day 2 planning and production support

Value realization

Best practices for delivery excellence

Work Intelligently

51% of employees feel digital technologies help them work faster

38% of companies define automation as a strategic priority

82% of employees lack understanding of their career path in the world of automation

8 out of 9 IPA challenges relate to leadership, people, and organization

To learn more about Cognizant’s Intelligent Process Automation offerings, please visit www.cognizant.com/IPA
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